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Abstract. The wind is an uncontrollable primary resource, although its energy can be stored. This fact can 
be used for the design of strategies for a better management of electric power networks. An option for 
achieving this goal is to install Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) in the wind farms (WF). When 
dealing with WFs combined with BESSs the most important is to manage the power production in order to 
meet the requirements of the network or those related with the owner of the plant. Both challenges 
constitute an optimization problem. This paper proposes an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) to solve it, where 
a fitness function must be maximized under the consideration of certain constraints. The fitness function 
depends on the target of the power production, which may be either to help the network become more stable 
or to maximize the profit, assessing each scenario and accepting the best one. The constraints of the 
optimization problem are related to the levels of the BESSs: the maximum power transferred to or from it 
and the output power of the plant. 

1 Introduction  
Wind power generation presence in electrical power 
networks has been growing over the last decades, which 
has led their control to be more and more critical. Wind 
speed cannot be directly managed but it can be predicted 
with high accuracy, for which the efforts should be 
focused on network management, with the goal of 
injecting as much electric power from the wind as 
possible into it. But this action is not enough due to some 
reasons, such as the variability of the resource and its 
independence of the daily demand curve. In both cases, 
an amount of wind power can be wasted and/or used 
with a low efficiency, i.e., when it is not essential. 

If the wind power production can be regulated or 
adapted to a specific daily demand curve, it can 
contribute to network stability and the profit can be 
higher. If it is the case, an interesting alternative of 
power injection strategy can be established. This consists 
of storing wind energy when there is a surplus, with the 
goal of injecting it into the power network when needed, 
according to the load demand curve. When not needed, it 
is preserved. This control can be considered as a 
contribution of the system to the steady-state stability of 
the network and can improve the profit of the power 
plant. If such a strategy is possible, then the 
consideration of WFs as very variable and uncontrollable 
power plants can be rethought. 

Several means are generally used to store energy: 
different types of BESSs, capacitors, compressed air, 
liquid air, hydrogen, flywheels, hydroelectricity, 
superconductors, and others [1]. The intention of this 

paper is not to assess the most suitable mean to be used 
in combination with WFs, but several reasons support 
the use of BESSs: 

i) The use of a BESS in combination with a WF 
arises as a solution applicable to all locations 
because there is no need of specific conditions in 
the installation. 

ii) The efficiency of the system is very high. 
iii) The number and/or size of the BESS can be 

adapted to the size of the WF, even though the 
bigger the WF is, the more efficient the installation 
is. 

iv) They are especially valuable for small networks 
when other types of energy storage fail [2]. 

When dealing with a system formed by a WF and a 
BESS, the first issue to be considered is the battery size 
[3, 4], which is critical. However, it is not dealt with here 
and the value used in the case study is the existing one in 
a real power plant. The equations and constraints used in 
this paper appear in [4-13]. Another issue is the 
application of the BESS, that can be in an hourly, daily, 
weekly or monthly term [14], but the objective here is 
particularized for a daily term. Besides, prediction is not 
considered here, it is assumed that the wind speed is 
known with enough anticipation to apply the algorithm. 
This is realistic due to the daily term being analyzed. 

Another issue to be considered is the model used for 
the BESS. Several models appear in the related literature 
[9, 15, 16] and they have been simplified here, 
considering certain efficiency during the charging and 
discharging processes. Finally, it is also important to 
decide the optimal allocation of the BESS in the network 
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and its configuration [17-19]. In this paper, the BESS is 
located adjacently to the WF and the chosen 
configuration is the one called dual inverter [19]. 

Then, to carry out a strategy based on the adaptation 
of the wind power produced by a power plant constituted 
by a WF and a BESS to the power requested along a 
period, is an optimization problem. The objective should 
be that the power plant generates more power when it is 
more valuable. However, the power plant will have some 
technical constraints that limit its operating capacity, 
most of them related with the BESS but also with the 
whole installation, turning the optimization problem into 
a non-linear one. Here, a specific EA is proposed, 
adapted to solve this problem. The reasons for using an 
EA are the constraints and the large amount of variables. 

This paper is organized as follows: in section II, the 
concepts, expressions and constraints considered when 
dealing with a plant formed by a WF and a BESS are 
introduced; section III explains the application of the EA 
to the problem described in this paper; a specific case is 
shown in section IV and the conclusions are exposed in 
section V. 

2 Power Supplied by a Wind Farm with 
a BESS 
As power plant consisting of a WF with a BESS is 
analyzed. The equations and constraints that model its 
behavior are presented in this section. 

The power plant output is the sum of the power 
provided by the WF and by the BESS, as in (1). 

= +        = 1, … ,  (1) 

where  is the power supplied by the power plant in 
the interval . , when positive, is the power provided 
by the BESS to the electrical network in the interval . 
When it is negative, | | is the power provided by the 
WF to the BESS. Finally,  is the power supplied by 
the WF in the interval  and  is the number of intervals. 

The charging process of the BESS can be explained 
by (2). The energy in the BESS in a specific interval can 
be obtained as the sum of the energy stored in the 
previous interval and the power supplied to it along the 
interval, multiplied by the length of the interval and by a 
coefficient that accounts for the losses due to the 
efficiency of the process. 

=         = 1, … ,  (2) 

where  is the energy stored in the BESS in the 
interval ,  is the efficiency of the charging process 
and  is the interval length. Notice that  is negative 
during the charging process. Therefore,  
always after applying (2). 

If the BESS is discharging, the relationship among 
the variables is expressed in (3). In this case, the energy 
in the BESS in a specific interval can be obtained as the 

subtraction of the power provided by the BESS 
multiplied by the length of the interval, from the energy 
in the previous interval. A coefficient due to losses is 
also applied to the power provided by the BESS due to 
the efficiency of the process. 

=         = 1, … ,  (3) 

where  is the efficiency of the discharging process. 
Therefore  is the power provided by the BESS to the 
electrical network and  is the total amount 
of energy removed from the BESS. In this case, it is 
always  after applying (3). 

Besides, there are several constraints that must be 
taken into account to apply the given equations: 

i) Constraints related to the level of the BESS 
(4): The BESS has a minimum level of charge in 
order to extend its useful life. It also has a maximum 
level of charge, i.e., its rated value. 

       = 1, … ,  (4) 

where  is the minimum level of charge of the 
BESS and  its maximum one. 

ii) Constraints related to the charging and 
discharging processes of the BESS (5): Due to the 
installation configuration and to the proper BESS, 
there are limits regarding the maximum power that 
can be transferred from the WF to the BESS and 
from it to the electrical network. 

       = 1, … ,  (5) 

where < 0 is the minimum value of the power 
provided by the BESS, i.e., the power limit to charge the 
BESS given in absolute value.  is the maximum 
value of the power provided by the BESS. 

iii) Constraints related to the power supplied by 
the power plant (6): Again, due to the installation 
configuration, there are limits regarding the power 
that can be transferred from the power plant to the 
electrical network, i.e., the power plant cannot 
consume power and the output power cannot be 
higher than its rated power. Obviously, in this case, 
both limits are not critical, but out of that range, the 
installation has to be specifically designed to work 
in those situations, and that is not the classic 
configuration. 

0        = 1, … ,  (6) 

where  is the rated power of the power plant. 

3 Application of the Evolutionary 
Algorithm 
An EA [20] includes processes related to physical or 
biological evolution such us crossover, mutation, 
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recombination and the selection of the fittest individuals, 
to obtain the best solution of an optimization problem. 

In the case studied in this paper, the application of 
the EA is very specific, due to the fact that a population 
of only one individual is needed, where a recombination 
of its elements is performed on each iteration. Then, the 
fitness of the new individual is assessed and it is 
accepted as the only member of the next generation 
when it is better than the parent’s one. If the parent keeps 
fitting better than the child, the parent is the only 
member of the next generation. This algorithm does not 
correspond to a genetic algorithm itself but has some of 
its features. 

More in depth, it can be said that the first individual 
is the vector formed by the power supplied by the WF in 
each of the intervals of the period, and, on each iteration, 
the vector is reorganized in order to obtain a better 
scenario, where the power supplied by the power plant is 
more suitable to the needs of the electrical network. In 
order to reorganize, part of the power provided by the 
WF during a specific interval is removed and added to 
another one. Normally, the period considered is one day, 
and the intervals last for ten minutes. 

Therefore, on each iteration, a random value of 
power supplied by the WF is taken from a random 
interval and added to another random one. Then, the 
fitness function of the new vector formed by the  
elements is calculated. The fitness function is obtained 
as in (7). 

=        = 1, … ,  (7) 

where  is the fitness function and  is the weight of 
the interval i. The weight of an interval is related to the 
importance of supplying power in that specific interval 
with respect to the rest. The weights can be obtained 
from the daily demand curve or from the prices of the 
power along the day, depending on whether the target is 
the contribution to the stability of the network or to 
obtain the maximum profit from the power plant, 
respectively. The reason why a squared value as a weight 
is included is that the highest values of power production 
in a specific interval are difficult to reach, so this speeds 
up the algorithm. 

Finally, the fitness function is compared with its 
parent’s one in order to decide which one is the only 
member of the new generation. The one with highest 
fitness function is retained and the other, rejected. The 
process is depicted in the scheme of Fig. 1 where ‘ff’ 
stands for fitness function. 

In Fig. 1 the intervals last for one hour in order to 
better appreciate the process. An initial situation (top 
graph) with a given fitness function (ff) can be seen. 
Then, a random value of power (15 MW) is suggested to 
be moved from a random interval (2-3h) to another 
random interval (15-16h) (middle graph), and the fitness 
function in this hypothetic situation is obtained (ff’). 
Finally, two possible situations can be reached (bottom 
graphs): in case that ff’>ff, the hypothetic situation is 
accepted (left one) and in other case, discarded (right 
one). 

The process is repeated until either the fitness 
function does not increase its value in a given number of 
iterations or a maximum number of iterations is reached. 
For example, the evolution of the fitness function can be 
assessed every 100 iterations and the algorithm will have 
no more than 10 million iterations. 

The result of the algorithm is the vector with the new 
values of power supplied by the power plant and, as a 
consequence, the exchange of power between the WF 
and the BESS. In fact, this EA represents the real 
behavior expected from the power plant itself due to the 
fact that the BESS is taking energy from the WF along a 
specific interval, and is giving back that energy along 
another interval. The algorithm decides, on each iteration, 
if a concrete scenario is more suitable than the previous 
one, considering the objective established. This situation, 
together with the tendency of the EAs to reach the best 
solution, provides a useful tool to solve the proposed 
problem. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 1. Reorganization of the power supplied by the Power 
Plant performed on each iteration of the EA. 

Moreover, as the algorithm is representing the 
desired behavior, the losses must be considered, due to 
the conversion of the energy from electric to chemical, 
when charging the BESS, and vice versa for the 
discharging process. In order to do that, the efficiencies 
of both processes ( , ) are taken into account in the 
algorithm as shown in equations (2) and (3). 

ff’<ff ff’>ff 

ff 

ff’ 
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Mathematically, the optimization problem is written 
as follows: 

max =

. .
 
 

0  

 

considering the relationships in eqs. (1), (2) and (3). 

4 Simulation Results 
In order to check the results provided by the algorithm, a 
case study is proposed in this section. A WF is 
considered, constituted by   =  25 , each 
one with =  2000 ,  =  4 / ,  =
 15 /  and  =  25 / . A location is 
considered, where the wind speed is described by a 
Weibull distribution of parameters  =  12 /  and 

 =  2. In order to simplify the calculations without 
loss of accuracy, the wind speed value is equal in all 
WTs. 

The wind speed data are simulated using an 
autoregressive model of order 1, AR(1) [21], as in 
equation (8). 

= +        = 1, … ,  (8) 

where  is a Normal variable,  is its value in the 
interval i,  is the autoregressive coefficient or lag-one 
autocorrelation, and  is a white noise signal in the 
interval . The autoregressive coefficient used is 

= 0.95 and the white noise is simulated by using 
random Normal data with parameters = 0  and 

= 1 . And converting the Normal data into 
Weibull data through a change of variables [22] as in (9). 

= 1 2  (9) 

where ( ) is the natural logarithm and ( ) is the 
error function defined by (10). 

( ) = ( )  (10) 

where ( ) is the exponential function. 
To obtain the power supplied by each WT the 

quadratic model for power curves is applied [23], 
according to (11). 

=

0

0

 (11) 

where  is the wind power supplied in the interval  
by the WT , which corresponds to the wind speed . 
Besides, as the wind speed value is considered equal in 
all the WTs simultaneously, the power supplied by the 
WF in the interval  is = =  . 

The parameters of the BESS are: the minimum level, 
= 30 , the maximum level, =

150 , the charging limit of the BESS, =
25 , and its discharging limit, = 25 . 

The parameters of the power plant are: the rated 
power, = = 50 , the efficiency of the 
charging process, = 0.90  and the efficiency of the 
discharging process, = 0.90. 

In this case, the vector of weights is defined with the 
objective of contributing to the stability of the network. 
Then, using a daily demand curve [24], it can be 
established that the minimum value of demand 
corresponds to =0 and the maximum value of demand 
to =10. The rest of weights are defined linearly 
between these two values. Notice the fact that the fitness 
function includes the squared weights, so the real 
weights used are those shown in Fig. 2, where the 
difference between the weights, , and the coefficients, 

 is depicted. As it has been said, this is done in order 
to speed up the algorithm: the highest values of power 
production are delayed to be reached using  instead of 

.

 
Fig. 2. Coefficients and weights as a function of the hour. 

 
The following additional variables are needed: the 

total period considered is one day, each interval lasts for 
ten minutes, the evolution of the fitness function is 
assessed every 100 iterations, the maximum number of 
iterations is ten million and the initial state considered 
for the BESS corresponds to its minimum charge. 

Then, once the input data is defined, the algorithm 
can be applied. In Figs. 3, 4 and 5 there are three 
applications of the algorithm to different random input 
data. 
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Fig. 3. EA applied to case 1. 

In the first case, it can be seen a vector of power 
supplied by the WF where the rated power is generated 
during the night (0 to 50, 10-min interval) and also some 
power is produced during the hours with higher demand 
(50 to 120 10-min interval). After applying the algorithm, 
some of the power supplied by the WF during the night 
is moved to the latter intervals, increasing the production 
of the power plant in those ones. However, there are 
some limits to this reassignment: the limit of 25  
charging the BESS is reached repeatedly during the night, 
therefore, not all the power supplied by the WF can be 
used to charge the BESS. Besides, the limit in the power 
supplied by the power plant (50 ) is also reached 
several times during the periods with high demand. 
Obviously, there are some other cases where there is not 
a limit reached. 

 

Fig. 4. EA applied to case 2. 

In the second case, the scenario is a bit different. 
There is a large amount of power produced by the WF 
during the key intervals and a small one generated 
during the rest. Notice that the total production of energy 
may be different from one case to another. Here, after 
applying the algorithm, part of the power produced in the 
less interesting intervals is moved to the other ones, 

supplementing them when the rated power of the power 
plant is not reached. In Fig. 4, it can be seen as some 
kind of filling of a surface. Although at a first sight it 
may not be evident, some limits are also reached here, 
such as the charging limit of the BESS, in the interval 8, 
discharging, in the interval 100, rated power, in the 
interval 104 and output power higher than zero, in the 
interval 0. 

 

Fig. 5. EA applied to case 3. 

In the last case the total energy supplied by the WF is 
lower than in the second case. In fact, it almost never 
reaches the rated power. Here, the power produced 
during the night is used to charge the BESS and it gives 
it back during the period of high demand. Notice the fact 
that, in this case, the limits avoid the possibility of no 
generation during all the night. Besides, the small 
amount of energy available in the BESS, together with 
the discharging limits provokes that the rated power is 
almost never reached. However, the power supplied by 
the power plant makes tentative attempts to adapt its 
shape to the daily demand curve. 

Moreover, in order to assess the performance of the 
algorithm, its efficiency is defined by eq. (12). 

=         
       

 (12) 

Efficiencies in the three cases are = 0.9660 , 
= 0.9809  and = 0.9377 . Even though the 

efficiencies when charging and discharging the BESS 
are lower, not all the power is supplied through the 
BESS, most of it is provided directly to the electrical 
network and that is the reason of the higher performance 
of the power plant. Besides, in Fig. 6, it can be seen the 
evolution of the fitness function in the three cases. 
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the fitness function in cases 1, 2 and 3 
along the algorithm. 

In all cases the fitness function behaves in the same 
manner: first, it increases very fast along the number of 
iterations 1 to 100 due to evident ‘movements of power’, 
then, it enters into a stage of slow increase (from 100 to 
100,000 iteration) and, finally, it tends to a steady value 
(around 100,000 iteration to the end of the algorithm). In 
Fig. 6 the intermediate stage can be easily seen. 

In the three cases, the solution proposed improves the 
contribution of the power plant to the stability of the 
network because more power is supplied when the 
demand is higher. And, obviously, the value of the 
fitness function is higher than just considering the power 
provided by the WF. 

5 Conclusions 
The combined use of WFs and BESS, in order to adjust 
generation and demand of power, seems to be of much 
interest, as there is no possibilty of establishing any 
control over the wind power. 

In this paper, an EA is proposed to manage the 
production of a power plant constituted by a WF 
equipped with a BESS. The final result is obtained by 
optimizing a fitness function that prioritizes some 
periods of generation. The fitness function can be 
different depending on the main objective, i.e., the 
stability of the network or the maximum profit. Besides, 
the following constraints are considered in the algorithm: 
minimum and maximum levels of energy in the BESS, 
maximum power transferred when charging or 
discharging the BESS and minimum and maximum 
power supplied by the power plant. 

If this kind of power plant works in line with the 
results of the proposed algorithm, the stability of the 
electrical network will be clearly reinforced and/or the 
maximum profit will be obtained by the owner. 
Additionally, in most cases both statements will be 
achieved simultaneously. 
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